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Of Onions
luting Club Directors
Spring Play Is Aroma
Awes Commons Max Eastman's Lecture Will
Name Robert Morris
Prof.Rob'sLast
Close Current Chapel Series
Actors Make
New B.O.C. President ThreeFinalSenior
Appearance In
Sophomores Elected
To Junior Body
of Club

"Anthony and Anna"

Elected

Pnscilla Jones, Robert Crocker, and
Ruth Waterhouse close their campus
acting careers in the lively and sparkling English comedy, John Ervine's
"Anthony and Anna", which will be
presented April 28 and 2!). This will
be the last performance supervised by
Prof. Robinson in his capacity as faculty adviser to the 4-A Players.

[Memorial Day Trip
Again On Calendar
was elected presiRobert Morris
Bates Outing Club by the
I ient of the
of Directors at its
incoming
Thursday, it was reIjrsi meeting
railed recently.
Morris, who was recently chosen as
Uhairman of the 1939 Winter Carnal along with Roberta Smith '39,
, business manager of the "Buffoonind junior manager of the varsity
tennis team. He is the organization's
[.ineteenth president, and succeeds
jjmuel Leard '38.
Junior Body Members
Sophomores elected to membership
i, the Junior Body of the Club are
flazel Turner, Dorothy Pampel, ElizI ibeth MacGregor, Harold Goodspeed,
Carl Andrews, and Donald Pomeroy.
Freshmen already named to the Junior Body include Kleanor Stockwell,
Barbara Norton, Elizabeth Brann,
Ralph Caswell, Orrin Snow, John
Morris, Harold Beattie, and John
I Haskell.
The proposed spring schedule of
I Outing Club activities lists six outstanding events, featuring the popular Memorial Day trip. The entire
palendar, subject to revision, is:
April 26—Cabin party for Junior
IBody.
May 1—Open house at Thorncrag
Satan.
May /*—Mountain climb to -lit. ChoIcorua, N. rf.
May 14-15—Men's overnight canoe
I trip.
May 15—Women's canoe trip.
May 30—Memorial Day cruise on
1
m Bay.

At a recent meeting of the players, Irving Friedman '39, new president of 4-A, referred to Priscilla
Jones as "an actress known best for
her performances as a tragedienne"
and went on to say that in the current play she has been found to be a
delightful vivacious comedienne as
well.

ROBERT MORRIS

'39

Spring "Buffoon.»
To Appear Friday

At the men's Commons last
night, the unofficial orator of
East Parker, better known as
"Rodney the Rock", "Peter the
Pebble", or perhaps George Russell '40, gave a short speech.
The theme, or dominant motif
of the Delphic Oracle's utterances
summed up to the following. Raw
onions were served at the Commons. Raw onions were also
served at Fiske. In short, tney
were served at both establishments. In short, draw your own
conclusions.
A check-up, however, made late
last night by an eager STUDENT
reporter following his nose for
news revealed this. Onions were
NOT served at Fiske. Hence
"ergo", or as the French say, "le
payoff". It seems we have an insidious propagandist in our midst,
doubtless working under direct
orders from Moscow or some other cult oT" unwholesome proportions.

Robert Crocker will play the part of
the "chawming" young Anthony in
the play. He has developed an English accent which is very convincing
and not overdone. Crocker, who is the
retiring president of Heelers, has
scored successes in "The Truth Abjut
Bladys", "She Stoops to Conquer", "The Empirical Argument for (rfxl
in Late British Thought" Show"The Late Christopher Bean", and
"The Night of January Sixteenth".
Kecent Relieious Trends

Spring

at

Bates.

Also

[Cast Announced
For Greek Play

Marion Welsch Wins
"Betty Bates'' Award

Joan

scom.

Burnheimer,

Carolyn

I Continued on P««« Foiirl

Han-

Dr. Barstow To Speak
At Little Theatre

Atten

dant on Clytemnestra,
y.
.
Ruth Bowditch
plav g?'a *Iarr'man is to coach the
mituT 'Ch was cast Dv a faculty comtocci p°mP0Sed of Prof- AnSel° Ber"
LvuVi"11' ,;e°rge Chase, and Mr.
The
•ActionPiay is under the general diof
"* Saturday Night Commit.
1 **■ which
J .* r-i
--«■ ;„
is composed
of Char,ey r*n">g, chairman, William Tortine
she, ,,
Wilson, Arthur Heln^' nstiUa Jones, Virginia Harriaa ' and William Fisher, business
"*ger.

^phomore Girls
D*nce Friday Eve.
0,a Kr
■Way evening, April 22, the
be h ,, b°Pnomore Girls' Dance will
n
Chase Hall from 7:30 to the unanimous vote of the judges Friday night as "Betty Bates", and was
«i«hth°
' The Bobcats wil1 furTOUS C and unch wil1
serv
«d du t
'
P
^
" awarded a plaque by Anne McNally
Uiisaff"8 the dance- In charge of '40.
We||a T ure: Patricia Atwater, Joan
Miss Welsch has been prominent in
A
erine Go
nn R
»W, Bernice Lord,
college activities throughout her caand MT"' and Caro'yn Hayden. Mrand h , Kimba11. Miss Walmsley, reer at Bates. A member of 4-A, she
r
will be remembered .for her roles in
- Wright will be the guests.
various plays. She has been a meme SUbscription fee of
be pa id
$1-00 should
Uos«;i!, to Car°1yn Hayden as soon as ber of Student Government for two
""■tie, and
Programs may be ob- years and was a proctor last year.
wi'ned
from
her
on Thursday, April She became a member of the STU2L
DENT staff as a freshman and was

Speaker

, .38 «. — » fl-JfSSJT
Imt/'-A"
junior
Dance Club and has been president
the past year. As song leader she has
led the girls' songs in the dining room
and in her junior year she belonged
to Choral Society.
The judges making the decision
were MTss Fahrenholtz, Constance
Goodwin, and Eleanor Smart. Judging was done on a basis of hair, posture, neatness of dress, shoes and
stockings and general appearance.
Runners-up for the honor were Bertha
Feineman '39 and Dorothy Adler '39.

Dr. RobbTns Barstow, president of
Hartford Seminary, will speak on his
recent trip over South America by
airplane when he addresses an open
forum in the Little Theatre this evening at 7 p. m. The subject of his
talk will be "Wings Over South America."
This talk will tafce the place of the
monthly discussion groups presented
by the Christian Association this
month.
Dr. Barstow spoke on campus two
years ago and many of the upperclassmen will remember his interesting presentation.
Dr. Barstow is a graduate of Dartmouth College, Hartford Theological
Seminary, and Ripon College. He is
an alumni member of Phi Beta Kappa, being admitted in 1933. H« has a
wide background of experience, having taught in Mardin, Turkey, prior
to the war and serving as an aimy
chaplain during 1918-19.
A special meeting of the Bates
Round Table was held Monday evening at Chase Hall. Moving pictures
of the campus and faculty presented
by Jack Curtis provided entertainment for faculty members and their
wives.

Famous Humorist Also Noted
For Work In Woman Suffrage,
Writing, Educational Field
Lecture Based Upon Speaker's Own Book
"The Enjoyment of Poetry"; Series May Be
Last On Campus For Some Time
By Brooks Hamilton '41
Max Eastman, well-known poet, editor, lecturer, will speak in the
Chapel Monday night as the next feature of the current lecture series.

Dr. Bertocci Writes
Book on Philosophy

Supporting Cast
An exposition of the most imDorRuth Waterhouse, the other senior
Poetry by Martone and
in the play, has appeared in several! tant and significant trenus of thought
McCue
plays in the past two years. She turn- developed in the philosophy cf relied in a good performance in "Ice- gion during the las'. 75 years, is presented by Dr. Peter A. Bertocci. of
The Bates "Buffoon", campus humor bound", the 1937 Spring Flay, and has the department of Philosoohy and
appeared
in
"Riders
to
the
Sea"
and!
magazine, will appear on campus FriPsychology, in his book whicn has
"The Rivals".
day, April 22, according to an anbeen accepted by the Harvard UniThere is a fine supporting cast, all [
nouncement made by Editor Edward
versity Press and will appear early
Stanley '38. This is the first offer- of whom have had previous experience! ,
ing of the new staff and is marked by in plays. Monty Moses Sas a cockney "The Empirical Argument for God in
several novel features including a accent which would fool even a Lon- Late British Thought."
In the play he is a young
dedication to spring (of the Bates doner.
Teleological Arguments
waiter with brains which he "hasn't
brand).
The book is a study of five signifihad a chance to develop."
Poetry by those popular purveyors
cant religious philosophers who have
lAery time Bob Plaisted and Ruth
of rhyme, McCue and Martone, will
been influential in effecting the armause start billing and cooing
again grace its pages as well as a
ment for God as developed in Eng.he
rest
of
the
cast
all
roar
with
new and completely different chatter
i. hter. All through the play there land and America. The men who repcolumn.
vies which are modern, humor- resent this empirical trend of thought
ai its best in England are James MarAlso of interest to potential poets >u and speedy.
tineau, Andrew Seth Pringle-Pattiwill be a voluminous and exhaustive
'• e cast of characters is:
son, James Ward, William R. Sorley,
research into the methods employed * > 1'enn
Priscilla Jones '38
and Frederick R. Tennant. Dr. Berby the "Buffoon's" master poets in Mr. Penn
Robert Ireland '40
tocci gives an exposition of these philthe writing of their epic works, com- Anthony Fair
Robert Crocker '38
osophers' thoughts and suggests critiposed by Donald Williams '39.
Hubert Dunwoody,
cisms with a view to strengthening
Candid and posed shots of the eds
Hoosag Kadjperooni '39
the argument for God which proceeds
and coeds in action will again appear Lady Cynthia Speedwell,
from the known facts about the phyAs a result of the tryouts for the on its pages.
Ruth Waterhouse '38
sical, biological, psychological, and
|WS Greek Play, the "Electra" of
Copies will be distributed by and James Jago .... Robert Plaisted '40
ethical realms. He finally finds most
Sophocles, the following cast has been may be secured from Delbert Witty George
Ralph Child '40
adequate the wilder teleological argutlicsen:
Fred
Montrose Moses '41
'40.
ment f«> oud'a, wWioh differs in im;**•
Priscilla Jones
portant respects from the traditional
Qytemnestra
Evelyn Jones
teleological argument.
Gfysothemis
Helen Wood
No Criterion of Truth
0restes
-.
William Earles
The
empirical
argument is, as Dr.
•kPs'hus
Burton Reed
li Man
Bertocci
conceives
it, not a criterion
,
••
George Doyle
of truth, but a method for finding
Leader of Chorus .... Marion Welsch
truth, as applied to the problem of
Attendant on Clytemnestra,
God, the method demands
that
p.
Ethel Sawyer
y l s
hypotheses
about
God
be
founded
up/ *«
Webb Wright
on the known facts about the wor'd
ambers of Chorus: Constance
and man including man's moral expe™xhvin, Helen Dickinson, Martha
rience. From this viewpoint Dr. Bei£«*ard, Ruth Hamlin,
Parnel
ra
tocci analyzes the thought of the phily. Marion Jones, Eleanor Purosophers,
to each of whom he devotes
■* Eleanor Dearden, Alice Neily,
I-eatures

On Monday Evening

His subject is to be "On the Enjoyment of Poetry", which is based on
MAX EASTMAN

one of his numerous books, "The Enjoyment of Poetry"'.
• Mr. Eastman was born in Canandaigua, N. Y, in 1883. He took his
A.B. degree with the class of '05 of
Williams College, and was a postgraduate student at Columbia University, 1907-10. For some time he was
associate professor of Philosophy at
Columbia, then became president of
breaks and errors gave them several
unearned runs. Their only earned run the Masses Publishing Co., and editor
of "The New Masses." He organized
was the resujt of a tremendous triple
the first "Men's League for Women's
to left center by Howard, the Polar
Suffrage" in the United States in
Bear catcher.
1917. Since then, he has become one
Only four of the Garnet players of the most popular lecturers on the
were able to solve the Bowdoin pitch- platform today.
ers' deliveries safely. Dick ThompEastman Also Author
son got two singles, the second drivTo his credit as an author are
ing in the only Bates run after Austin
"Child of the Amazons and Other
[uinimaM on r»a« Four)
Poetry"
and
"Enjoyment
of
Poetry". Also he has been a frequent
contributor to popular and technical
magazines.

Bates Bows To Bowdoin 5-1,
Show Lack Of Outside Practice
Inability to get outside the cage for
practice showed its effect as the Bates
baseball team lost its opener, 5-1, to
Bowdoin at Brunswick yesterday. The
game, an exhibition affair, was slow
and ragged, as neither team showed
ny great hitting ability.
Bowdoin was able to get get onlyits off the combined offerings
of Cooke, Witty and Briggs, but garnered five runs, as a series of bad

Freshmen Debate Bates and Elmira
At Hanover, N. H. DebateOverWORL
The climax of the freshman debating schedule is reached this week end
when Prof. Brooks Quimby takes a
four-man team to Hanover, N. H.,
Friday to participate in an invitation
tournament
of
college freshman
teams conducted by Dartmouth Col'.ege.
The proposition for debate is "Resolved, that this house approves mandatory neutrality for the United
States in ail cases of declared or undeclared war occuring outside the
Western Hemisphere." Bates will be
represented by an affirmative team of
Paul Farris and David Nichols and a
negative team of Malcolm Daggett
and William Herbert, all of whom participated in the freshman prize debate several weeks ago.

Elizabeth Kadjperooni '38 and Ellen Craft '38 opposed compulsory arbitration of labor disputes in a radio
debate with Elmira College Wednesday over Station WORL of Boston.
This was their 7th debate together,
and they have never been paired with
anyone else in their intercollegiate
contests.
As these senior women were closing their forensic career at Bates,
Dorothy Cortell '40 and Bertha Bell
'40 made their intercollegiate debut
by upholding the negative of the unicameralism topic in a debate with
Marian White and Alma Kifield of the
University of Maine. Carolyn Hayden
'40 was the manager of this debate
held Thursday afternoon at the Women's Union.

Morey's Open Letter
Praises Prof. Cutts
April 16, 1!>38. for us thai is so. But 1 H member lust
winter just before one of our trips I
Prof. Oliver F. Cutts,
chanced
one afternoon to meet "BarDirector of Athletics,
ney" Marcus and "Tony" Kishon in
Bates College.
the Gym. They had just come from
Dear Mr. Cutts:
your office and they each had a five
A few days ago in Boston several -f dollar bill which you hid given them
us were sitting together visiting and out of >")ur own pocicel, saying tj
chatting about Bates. In the group them in your roughest biuff (les' they
were Bates alumni—some out of col- think you a "softie"). "Here—go c< a
lege many years, others who were show or have some ice 6'earn*. Anil I,
graduated as recently as last June.
with others present in this rery gaThe conversatioi. finally centered thering, happen to know that you
about you as a result of an iiv;ni.'y have done this time and again. And
about your health. The report ol you;' so, Ollie. your roughest, tougnest,
improvement brought such happy en- bluffing hasn't fooled all of us all the
time.
thusiasm.
If now it seems advisable for you
Then we had the thrilling experience of listening to a description b> to slow down a bit, to rest, we want
one who knows you well, of the de- you, as you sit in your chair and gaze
feat your Harvard footoall team gave out over the campus, to know that the
Yale, or of the^manner in which, lo hundreds of boys who have come and
quote the speaker: "Ollie single- gone under you, some of whom dishanded licked Yale, as every Harvard puted facetiously your spelling of
scoliosis, some of whom you "watchman of that era will tell you.'*
And so it went. Another asked: ed" under the "honor system", ho'd
"Does Ollie <for, as you must kno*. for you an enduring affection, and
you are affectionately so called) still pray that you will avail yourself of a
stick forth that iron jaw with clench- pleasurable and happy leisure, well
ed teeth — and drive — no...e — his - - earned.
As spokesman for this Boston gapoint?" Here it was, 1 think, that in
silence there seemed to be one thering, I am writing this to you
thought, common to all: that behind through the columns of the STUthat iron jaw lay an impregnable hon- DENT because there are hundreds of
esty, a valiant courage, and a Chris- graduates who will want to know
tian kindliness. You know it has often that their sentiments have been so
been said that you keep a ratner fejgut carried to you.
string on the Athletic Association
Very sincerely,
money bags, and 1 guess fortunately
DAVE MORLY.

Not only is Max Eastman noted as
a serious lecturer, but he is also a
keen humorist and has written "The
Enjoyment of Laughter". It has been
said that while lecturing on Communism at one time, a man in the audience jumped up and asked him,
"There's just one thing I'd like to
know about Communism; is it possible to free oneself from the bonds
of matrimony by merely presenting
oneself at a bureau with ten or fifteen cents?"
-Mr. Eastman blithely answered,
"Well, no. It would take about a dollar or so, so you see it's not quite as
easy as that."
This is the last of this season's series of lectures and concerts, and is
possibly the last to be held at this
college for some time.

Paul Stewart Wins
Oratorical Contest
Paul Stewart '38", varsity debater
and president of the Debating Council, won the trials for the State Oratorical contest, held in the Little
Theatre Monday night and will represent the college at the Maine Intercollegiate Peace Conference at Waterville.
Stewart used as his subject "A Good
Neighbor" and spoke of the policy of
Dollar Diplomacy, and how it had
made the name of the United States
a synonym of oppression in the Americas. This, he stated, was being supplanted by the present day "Good
Neighbor Policy." The first prize was
a cash award of $10.
The second prize of $5 was awarded
to Patience Hershon '39, her topic
being "Organized Religion and International Peace." She maintained that
the churc'i must lead the way to
peace.
Other speakers were:
William
Earles '38, speaking on "The Way to
Peace"; Donald Pillsbury '38, "Peaceful Change"; Wilbam Sutherland '4«
"Preliminaries of War"; Frank Coffin '40, "Tyranny of Categories"; and
George Windsor '38, "Empiricism of
War".
Judges were Professor Grosvenor
Robinson, Professor Paul Whitbeck,
and Dr. Rayborn Zerby. Leightcn
Dingley '39 acted as chairman.
A deputation consisting of Charlotte Corning, Alice Neily, Lucille
Turner, Charles Wakefield, and Webb
Wright, all seniors, will journey to
Nashua, N. H., this week end.
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Inquiring Reporter

THE
BATES STUDENT

What do you think of spring at
Bates?
This question was asked various
Editor
(TeL 8-3364)
Roland A. Martone'38 students for the purpose of putting
the boys and girls in the right frame
(STUDENT Offlc* T«L 44*>)
(The Auburn New* TeL 8010)
of mind for the next issue of the
Managing Editor
(TeL 8-3364)
Donald F- Williams 39 "Buffoon", their motif for this issue
Staff: Ruth Robbins '39, Wilfred Howland '40, Harold Goodspeed '40, Marie being "Spring".
Dodge '40, Pauline Chayer '40, Brooks Hamilton '41, Frances Wallace '41,
Tm not looking for publicity—Bob
Marjorie Moulton '41, Mary Jean Sealey '41.
Malone '39.
It's warm—Joe Millerick '41.
News Editor
(TeL 8-3363)
Mark Lelyveld '4
The
cardiac region thumps, pounds,
Departmental assistants: Alumni, Robert Hulsizer '40; Debating, Eric Lindell '40, David Nichols '41; Features, Da N'ahikian '40; Science, Bradley and flutters—Ira Nahikian '40.
It's all right when it gets T5ere, but
Lord '39.
Reporters: Russell Armstrong Jr. '41, Arthur Austin '41, Roger Bisbee '41, it takes a long time coming—Selma
Frank Brown '41, Brocks Hamilton '41, David Nichols '41, Leslie War- Bliss '41.
I don't think—Mary Jean Sealey
ren '41.
'41.
Women's Editor
(Tel. 3206). • Lois Philbrick '39
Elaine has two seasons, winter and
Departmental assistants: Features, Patricia Hall '40; Society, Ruth Robsummer,
but where is spring?—Brud
bins '39; Exchanges, Carolyn Hayden '40; W.A.A., Barbara Rowell '40.
Reporters: Ruth Robbins '39, Pauline Chayer '40, Carols Hayden '40, Oberst '41.
I think about the girl I've been
Barbara Buker '39, Patricia Hall '40, Dorothy Collins '40, Annetta Barrus
'41, Jean Blanchard '41, Roberta Evans '41, Marjorie Moulton '41, Aino thinking about all winter.—Jack (last
Puranen '41, Mary Jean Sealey '41, Frances Wallace '41.
name not revealed).
If the weather is anything like it
Sports Editor
(TeL 8-3364)
George 1. Lythcott G9
was
last year I think it's pretty wonReporters: Leonard Jobrack '39, John McCue '40, Howard Kenney '40, John
Wilson '40, Sumner Tapper '40, Dwight DeWitt '41, Clinton Forstrom '41, derful.—Charles Crooker '40.
Swell!!—Millie Brown '41.
Dwight Quigley '41, Thomas Knowles *41.
I won't talk.—Hazel Turner '40.
Business Manager
(TeL 8-3363)
Robert Rimmcr'39 It all depends.—Fran WallaTe '41.
It's slightly confusing. — Lizzie
Advertising Manager
(Tel. 8-3363)
Harry Shepherd '40
Tish
??
Department assistants: Oren Moser '39, John Nash '39, Chester Parker '39,
un,^,„„j rv.ni MO i.'-,.>v,ni Martin '40. .lamps Pellicani '40. Robert PlaisWheeeeeee!—Cheney Houser
It's worth waiting a winter for—
Ken Tilton '40.
•41, David Nichols '41, Frederick Whitten '41.
Bates is too near home.—John Anderson '41.
It's great with the right people.—
■ inilllTU FO« NATIONAL AOVMTI.INO »Y
Jack Morris '41.
National Advertising Service, Inc.
Published Wednesday during the college
I don't know, I haven't seen it yet.
CtlUtt MM*n Rtrttnlaliv
year by Students of Bates College.
420 MADiaON AVI
N«W YOIIK. N. Y. —J. Sullivan '41.
Imcuo - toiton • loi »MIIII • •«» MHM
Home was never like this.—Bill
Lever '41.
In the spring a young man's fancy
1»7
Member
•*5* Entered as second-class matter at the lightly turns—well anyhow lightly
Post Office, Lewiston, Maine.
turns.—Richard North '41.
Tennyson never wrote truer words.
Subscription . . . $2.50 per year
—George Neice '41.
in advance
I see her just the same.—Frank
Bennett '41.'
It's wonderful, lots nicer than
spring in New York.—C. Al Baulch
•41.
The entertainment here on campus of 65 high school debaters anil
I thought we used the town water.
coaches during the past week was so successful that two trends of thought —Paul Wright '41.
It makes one really appreciate
developed among the underclassmen—one referring to the past, the other Bates College.—Pete Haskell '41.
Is there a spring at Bates?—Sumpertaining strictly 10 the future.
ner Tapper '40.
I don't think there is such a thing
To begin with, the past action of the Debating Council is to be high- as spring in Maine—Louis Rogossa
'38.
ly commended. The fact that a Bates organization can carry on a proIt raises h - - 1 with my studying.
—Tiny
Boothby '41.
gram enveloping so many schools without difficulty deserves praise withI haven't seen any yet.—David Jenin itself, regardless of whether or not one is interested in forensic nings '41.
Sprig id OK, bud the subber tibe is
activities.
bedder.—Len Jobrack "39.

Suicide by Mono-action?

The reference to the future hinges about the past week's activities
in a negative way.

The "unbalancing" of the extra-curricular emphasis

in a college is the easiest way to put that college in reverse.

Duke uni-

versity admits the fallacy of her past years in favoring athletes, and is
concentrating her present administrative moves toward destroying the
reputation of Duke as an athletic club by strengthening her intellectual
courses. Antioch, on the other hand, has swung her emphasis in the opposite direction—and her experiment, too, lias not been so successful as
was hoped for.

Nor are these statements original with us—there are

articles in educational magazines that are based on collegiate surveys;
and the number of colleges on the downgrade because of a too exclusive
"adhesion" to one activity is alarmingly large.

Bates, too, is tending to enter this over-stressing of one activity.
Her past debating reputation, plus the high school tournament, proves
too powerful a pull on "sub-freshmen".

The stagnation of our campus

clubs and other organizations is made increasingly noticeable in comparison with debating.

The answer to this deplorable condition is M( )T

in the de-emphasizing of debating, but in the emphasizing of the other
activities to the fine standard set by the Debating Council.

I

And here

WEEK IN CHAPEL
Wednesday—"How far are you willing to continue in the way of action
you think is right, when the forces of
opposition pile up against you? Is
there anything outside of your own
comfort and self-pood for which you
are willing to pay a price?"—Dr.
Zerby.
Thursday—"The final meaning of
Passion Week is not found in purely
personal relationships, tut in how far
you can carry those individual decisions and that faith into social relationships, both economic and political."—Dr. Zerby.
Saturday—"May we at this time
look into the life of Christ, and re\aluate our own lives."—Webb Wright
'38.
Monday—"Faith and reason are
not paths to truth, but supplementary
means to truth."—Dr. Peter Bertocci.
Tuesday—"If you happen to be an
addict of one of these sports, you can
be sure you have plenty of company,
and millions of people enjoy seeing
you perform."—Coach Thompson.

FROM THE NEWS

Campus Camera 77 By Lea

BY DONALD CURTIS

Anglo-Italian Agreement
~ Mussolini's telegram to Neville
Chamberlain last Saturday was
bubbling over with happiness and
satisfaction at the signing of the
new Anglo-Italian Agreement.
But his real feelings must have
been very different. For this
agreement was certainly an ironic
climax to his gamble for empire.
Anglo-Italian friendship is to
be reestablished—almost entirely
on England's terms. England is
going to work for the formal recognition of Italy's new empire.
England has said again what she
said back in 1888, that the Suez
canal will be open to all nations.
The rest of the Agreement consists almost entirely of Italian
concessions to British interests
throughout the Mediterranean

'39

embedded in the Third Rju I
Hitler now dominates the lWi
ner Pass; some day he may
eide to unite South Tvrol
contains the only oppressed G*
man minority in Europe totjJ
with the Eatherland; ->'meday v
may decide that Germany nt&J
a port on the Adriatic. \{^'
now has the strategic key !o I1
Danube basin, and to the gj I
leans; Czechoslovakia has . I
outflanked, and Italian infl,^
across the Adriatic is ^
Germany is in a position^']
come THE great pow.
nental Europe; and she has,
ural basis for a real friend.,
with Italy. Mussolini must Jj
deed be thinking pretty fcJ
about the future, and won^
how he got into such a situatiu,

area.
•

Astronomer Necessary
To Determine Easter
By Stanley Austin '41
Again Easter has come, and with
it, on the Bates campus as elsewhere,
new hats, new spring coats, and, for
one day at least, full churches.
This Easter celebration is the most
important of all the Christian festivals. The date upon which Easter
fafts determines the date upon which
nearly all Christian festivals, except
Christmas, fall. Thus we see that the
determination of the date for Easter
Sunday is of more farther-reaching
consequence than probably the majority of us ever suspected.
Calculation Appears Simple
At first thought, the method of calculating the date for Easter seems
quite simple. We simply say that it
falls on £he first Sunday after the first
full moon after the vernal equinox.
But, in reality, this method of calculation, as does all astronomy, runs
into many complications, difficult to
comprehend by the layman, and pioperly understood by him only after considerable reading or a course in that
intriguing subject, astronomy. For
instance, how many of you know that
it was by the ecclesiastical full moon
and not by the astronomical, or actual.
full moon that Easter day is deter-

mined? The so-called ecclesiastical
full moon is always the fourteenth day
of the moon while the actual full
moon is necessarily, and seldom is,
coincident with it. And so, we must
modify our statement to read that
Easter falls on the first Sunday after the first ecclesiastical full moon
after the advent of spring. If the full
moon falls on a Sunday, Easter comes
one week later.
Definite Date Advisable
By a system of nineteen equations it
is possible to predict the date of every
future Easter. Next year Eastei will
come on April 9. Easter can never De
earlier than March 22 or later than
April 25.
Dr. William R.. Whitehorne was
asked this question, "Do you think it
would be better to set some definite
date for Easter?" His reply to this
was that he thought it would be advisable to establish a definite date,
thus eliminating needless confusion
and continual shifting of the date. He
suggested as appropriate dates either
the first or second Sunday in April.
If the exact _date of the crucifixion
were known, astronomers could then
determine an exact date for Easter
Sunday.

Sufferer Proposes Phone
Installed In Each Room

CLUB NOTES

Christian Service Club
enters the ever-present Batesonian problem of "How ?"
The Christian Service Club met last
evening when Wesley Nelson '38 and
Charlotte Corning '38 led a summary
To begin with, the invitation to visit Bates extended to "sub-fresh- discussion on Education in the Protmen" interested in other subjects besides public speaking would create a estant. Catholic, and Jewish Churches.
Arthur Blowen '40 led the devotion.
tie between Bates and other varieties of students. Could it not be pos- Varsity Club
At a meeting of the Varsity Club,
sible for arrangements to be made for the visiting of the Science ExWednesday evening, James Reid '39
hibit next year ? Surely, there are scientific clubs in high schools. Could was elected treasurer to break the tie,
with Dana Wallace '39, for that office
it not be arranged for actors in secondary schools to be invited to a Bates that was created in the March genproduction? Surely, there are dramatic organizations in high schools. eral elections.
President Austin Briggs '39 presidThe financing of such action is the greatest difficulty confronting those ed at this meeting.
who may favor it. It remains upon each individual underclass ed and Dance Club
Out of twenty-five c'andidates for the
coed to help as much as possible in inviting friends possessed of a variety
Dance Club four members were seof interests. The Clason Key will help, clubs and club cabin parties should lected at a meeting of the club last
Friday. The new members included
help. Those of you whose campus cry has been "The debaters get the Roberta Smith '39, Betty-May Scranbreaks" or "The trouble with this school is too much of one thing" get ton '41, Martha Greenlaw '40, and
Annetta Barrus '41.
busy. The high position of debating has been well-earned. Try to reach Ramsdell Club
Ramsdell Club held a special meetit. Vacation is on for some high schools, and the day of graduation is
ing Saturday noon to vote on new
fast approaching for secondary schools. Your high school friends are members. The new members are
your younger friends. They can't all be interested in one thing—and Edith Krugelis '40, Dorothy Reed '40,
Virginia Yeomans ''40, Muriel Masthere lies the remedy for the Bates illness over which you have been siah '40, Jean Fessenden '40, Ann Luella Cleveland '40, and Barbara Seamoaning.
mon '40.

By Ira Nahikian '40
1
The telephone in West Parker rang,
One of the boys stepped in, answered,
and called out the name of one of the
fellows on the top floor. The latter
ran down and picked up the receiver"You **&%!!??!•*" and other things
came through the wire. The gentleman stepped out of the booth and
cursed softly to himself.
The story got around that the fellow on the top floor who had been
thus victimized was one who had been
unwilling to take his part in answering the telephone when it rang in the
dorm. So a couple of the fellows
who have continually to answer the
phone, in trying to get revenge, had
gone over to another private line,
called him up and filled his ears with
unprintables.
This may be an interesting story,
but the truth is that there is a lot of
ill feeling among the fellows about
the telephone situation. The phor.e
rings, it seems, every few minutes,
and it has to be answered. It is usually the same boys who have to answer
it. After a while, it gets tiresome.
Sometimes the phone rings for minutes before some one answers it. If
no one is on the second floor, some
one from the other floors has to go up
or down. There is the recorded instance when a member of the East
Parker Penthouse gang had to run
down to take the insistent ring.
The phone takes plenty of abuse.

•

•

After the Carving
It was not so long ago that
Mussolini first set out to carve
himself an empire astraddle England's Mediterranean life-line.
He has acquired some unpacified,
mountainous country almost half
way around Africa.
He has
raised King Victor's stature—or
rather status—to that of Emperor. And he has got himself a
taste of Roman glory. After all
the blood and treasure lost he
stands now almost exactly where
he started from—as far as the
Mediterranean and the British
Empire are concerned.
But the blood and treasure
were among the least of his losses. Italy is a European as well
as a Mediterranean nation. She
may have got back England's
friendship, but there is one thing
she will never get back, something of more importance to Italian power and safety than all tht
empires that were ever carved out
of Africa -- the control of the
Brenner Pass.
m

•

«

Austria
Ever since her unification Italy
has looked upon the Germanic
race across the Alps as her greatest menace. Ever since the Great
War the cornerstone of Italian
foreign policy has been a weak
and independent Austria.
It was Mussolini who kept
Hitler out of Austria when Dollfuss was murdered in the first
Nazi putsch. It was Mussolini
who kept Schuschnigg in power
so long.
Mussolini knew and feared
what would happen on his northern frontier if he got too deeply
involved in Ethiopia. To show
that he was ready, he held enormous army exercises in Northern
Italy. He might well have congratulated himself on getting the
bulk of his troops back from
Ethiopia with Austria still intact.

Duce's Error
England did not lik c- ...
bluffed in the Mediter
she did not hasten to k^^ji
make up. Rapprochement m £
most inevitable but Musoht I
wanted it on his own
the Foreign Office decided told
him squirm in isolation in,
while.
Mussolini did squirm. He^
very anxious not only for recognition of his conquests but fw
financial assistance. Husbed by
past success and irked by UMtion, he did what in hisaiserand.
less troubled moments he vjufc
never have done—Tie becaac
more and more seriously snohd
in the very unnatural allasc I
with Germany.
Then when Anglo-British |
discord was in full cry,
Italy was without a friend or an
ally in Europe except Hitler— |
then, Hitler saw his dance, and
in one lightning move AiKrial
was his. Mussolini was tool
stunned to object, and he
J
have a single ally to 'tiohim.
he had tried. It was the pel-1
est set-back in Italian iorap|
policy in many years.
•
*
•
Duce Begs For Terms
Dictators depend grea
]
face, and Mussolini is a
actor. The Fascist govenuwi
did a mammoth job of preserve
an artificial composure. Wlfl
Mussolini recovered" irom
surprise, he announced that
had known and agreed to all I
German plans. The Uome-B
lin axis was reaffirmed. Althoaf-I
keen observers saw th. :r:::i"..'-l
disaster was very
I
glossed over.
If any were still cli-posed'
doubt this interpretation, t»|
terms of the Anglo - I'^l
Agreement of last Salurd
I
ample proof of it. Mttssolinii
fully aware of the reverse he 1*1
suffered, and. by the digniri* I
methods of diplomacy. he ^l
come
begging
for Britais'l
friendship on Britain'.- tei

There is the classic remark of the
telephone collection-man who said,
when a pile of pennies rolled out, "My,
you guys are dumb; when you ain't
got a nickel, you put in five pennies!"
The only trouble to that scheme is
that sometimes the penny-file method
doesn't work. Then the phone is given
a good talking to.
And there is an art to making the
penny system work. We recall the
futile attempts of a certain person
who spent four cents which got stuck
on the way down trying to make a
call—then he decided to use a nickel
instead.
Hitler's Coup
Then, too, then is a distinct indiBut today Austria is firmly
viduality of the calls that the boys
emit in calling for the party wanted
on the phone. Some boys have deep
bases, others have tenors, and another
group are unnamable. One almost invariably hears, following the name
called, a series of "who 00 00 00 00".
It sounds like a herd of owls who have
perhaps strayed into a den of wolves.
It was brought out in the Men's Assembly that five cents is too much to
pay for a call to a girls'dorm when
"29 out of 30 times she isn't in". We
can see two alternatives to the telephone question: either disallow the
girls to go out of the dorm altogether
so that they will always be in when
A dinner party was held in the Wo- tests which followed the Kaster **
they receive a call; or put in pnvate
telephones in each of the boys' rooms mens Union Saturday evening, to of the party
as a present from the telephone com- honor the birthday of Donald Russell | Whittier ' House finished the «*
pany. Personally, we favor the ^^ 41. Guests included Mrs. William off right by getting up early ( |
Russell of Lynnfield, Mass., Virginia day morning too, and hiking do
French Club
^|
the meeting of the Camera Club, Mon- Storm of Gardiner, and Kathleen Hayes' Diner for breakfast.
Curry, Carol Storm, Nancy HutchinMirielle Daveau, Lois Chamberlain, day night in Carnegie Science.
Margery McCray's D'rtn'la! v.^
and Orman Moulton spoke before the
Mr Sam Connor, photographer for son, Arthur Tiffany, Raymond Ress- celebrated by Chase House at a „ '
w en
French Club at its meeting last night the Sun-Journal", gave an interest- ler, Harold Beattie, Albert Topham, party Thursday evening. ^ j
and
the
guest
of
honor,
all
of
the
in Libbey Fornm. Miss Daveau spoke •ng talk on "News Photography".
was presented a teaspoon f"r her
class of '41.
ver set.
yj
on French education; Miss ChamberPlans were laid for the "photo-scavThursday afternoon, Mrs. Fred E.
lain on Napoleon; and Miss Moulton enger-hunt" to be conducted by the
Mrs. William Russell of ^\.
Pomeroy entertained twenty girls at Mass., and Virginia Storm °f "^
on the Sculpture of Rodin.
This is
her home for the April Birthday Tea.
Camera Club
^
IT' v6nng from the """nary scav- Assisting her were Mrs. Rosa Foster, ner were guests over the *•*
at Chase House. Mar? Wood N"41
Officers were nominated,
and
2£Si*
««
*
involves
the
ateo, and a con- takinir of «w —
Mrs. Ralph Goodwin, and Miss Lena
.^
stitution brought In and discuesed at rather th»«
*?pha of the objects Walmsley. Helen Scolnik '41 and Pa- ited on campus recently.
just bringing them in.
Jane Martin N'39 is *&M.
tience Herahon '39 won prizes in con- Leslie and Lynt Turner this *•*

fair 2££r-

* -»2 *
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Reed and Nixon May Break Consecutive State Doubles Record
SPORT SHOTS

Weak Outfield Bates Has Tie-up JTennismen Seem
Troubles Morey With Big Leagues To Be Improved

By George Lythcott '39

No Other Pair
Major Leagues
Ever Did This
Make Inaugural
Purinton

Bill Carrigan Once Coached Bates Six Men to Go Into Mass. and R. I.
to Meet Stern Competition from
Nine; Cy Perkins Spoke Here
Experienced Teams
Last Year

Brothers,

Woodman,

Next issue marks the addition to; Brunswick, but just to state plain Paul Douglas, Noted Commentator,
and Clason Won Twice
Holds Regular Programs Over
this column of a paragraph "THE facts, we've got to consider that the
Consecutively
eW
BEST PERFORMANCE OF THE | Garnet squad has yet, this season, to
XBC Network
WEEK"—dedicated to the person or practice on its own diamond, and yesThe varsity tennis squad will open persons who, in the opinion of the terday's game was the first outdoor
By Dwight DeWitt '41
Once again in every major league its season this week end with an in- ten members of the STUDENT sport workout the boys have had all year.
Monday, with the opening of the
Just a couple or three days before
major league baseball season, Paul those final examinations come around
park the cry of "Batter Up" has been vasion into Massachusetts and Rhode staff, has made the most outstanding
There were some bright spots in the
Douglas started his reviews of big this year's state tennis tournament
pounded. Again radios in the men's Island. On Saturday they will en- contribution to his team and to the
defeat, however—young Dick ThompBy Sumner Tapper '40
league games. Followers of baseball will get under way on the courts back
dorms and in a few of the women's counter Amherst, on Monday the M. I. college, during the week.
son looked good getting two singles in
Pffling the outfield posts will be the rooms blare out play by play descrip- T. team, and a match with Brown
Now to unofficially open this para- four trips to the plate; and brother at Bates heard Douglas interview of Roger Bill. In the past Bates has
...ndim; problem facing Coach tions of the games by Fred Hoey or University on Tuesday will close the
graph I want to mention some "best Hasty, at third, was right in there Lefty Gomez at 6:30 p. m.. following won more than her share of chamf^T^Z year's baseball te-m some other announcer. One would be trip.
performers" who perhaps will be with a single, too. Charley Cooke and the New York Yankees and the Bos- pionships; last year the Garnet team
,dv begins to take form.
.'.t
present
nothing
is
known
of
the
surprised
to
learn
how
many
fans
overlooked, from time to time, when Brud Witty performed well in the box ton Red Sox in their 1038 debut. The swept the tournament. This year
slowV
Admitting that the Bobcats have there are at Bates who can name the strength of these teams, but it is ex- candidates for this title are submit- and it looks as if either of them may program was heard over an N. B. C. tournament interest should be runnetwork.
■ ,ed considerably over last year line-ups, the ages and batting avtr- pected and very likely that the Gar- ted. THE SO-CALLED "SCRUBS"
ning even higher than usual, for if
be a regular starting pitcher during
net netsters will encounter stiff oppo- ON EVERY TEAM—those fellows
V strength of reserves, Cmch
Burt Reed and Milt Nixon win the
the year.
sition in each of their matches.
state doubles championship again,
Morev «vs. however, "Our abUity to
■vho never score the winning touch"inhere this year depends upon
However, the Bates squad presents, down or shoot the winning basket,
making it three in a row, they w;U
Whether «e have improved at a.l >n
set a record for future intercollegiate
'*- —rongest team in many seasons, who never win a race or smash out a Banner For Class Champ
having a very wel1 rounded team of home-run—the fellows whose names
Maine tennis stars to shoot at. As far
LttiWC »ver last year, and whetl.e
A new incentive has been added ti
as available records show, no pair has
which five of the six players ar<- let- and pictures never appear in the head- the several classes' drive for the cornI can put together a good oufed.
ter men. This factor of experience lines, but who plod along day after I Tg ~Inte"rclas"s Track Meet. This meet
ever performed this feat.
Thirty-two men are battling for p>should prove of great vaiue to the day, and actually help "make" their I a tune.up for the M. I. T. meet on
Woodman Shared Three
jjlions 1,11 this year's team; OUR if«team. Nevertheless, the Maine State;
fortunate teammates—the
-the fel- followinK week> win e held on SatWay back before the war, Harry
a
number
greater
,
23
freshmen
aic
Champions will be definitely handi- lows who have the guts and courage urday, April 30. Coach Thompson
Woodman paired off with Chick Clahan the size of t'.,c sMare varsity
capped by a lack of outdoor practhe. to stay out for a sport simply for has obtained a new banner to spur the
son to win the doubles championsh'p
«,*■» last year- Coara Morcv emp'^aTo date all of their racqueteering h is what the sport, as such, has to of-' boys on. Each year the winning class
for Bates. For the next two yeavs
rijes that only a few positions have
been inside on the gym floor, where- fer, and not merely for the prestige will have its numerals inscribed on
Woodman teamed up with Tomblen
settled
so
fai,
and
pra
-iloailv
been
as the matches will all he played on to be achieved.
to sweep the state ranks with ease.
this banner.
everyone on the squad will bear J
clay.
Woodman did share in three stare
dose scrutiny in |>.-icti5:! games bRight now, this meet looks like a
championships, but his partner was
At
the
time
of
this
writinir
it
if
not
fore the State Series whin gets untoss up. From this corner, the Sophs
Tennis
not the same each time.
definitely known what six men will
Varsity intercollegiate tennis at the look strongest. However, the Fiosh
derlayDuring the war the same thing hapmake the trip. But it is fairly cercollege formally gets under-way this must be considered, and the Junior"
pened again. This time the Bates big
tain that Nixon, Casterline, Reed,
Infield Shows Strength
week end as the Garnet team takes are the ones that may pull a surprise.
guns were the Purinton brothers
Kenney, and Canavan will occupy the
The infield seems the strongest u
to the road Friday afternoon and op- Bill Luukko is the sole Senior entry,
whose father taught at Bates th the
first five positions, while the sixth popartment this year. Only Berg r_■".
poses Amherst, M.I.T., and Brown be- but he is a decidedly potential pointposition now held by Dr. Zerby. Capsition will be chosen from Walsh, Su■A first, and Hasty Thompson, at tnu<l
fore they return to the campus, Tues- winner.
Paul Douglas
tain Art and brother Eddie knocked
therland,
Holmes,
Howland,
Tabor,
base seems to have their positions
day night.
"Bill" Carrigan
and Millerick. From the results of
Douglas is a well known commen- off all the other Maine colleges had
fairiy clinched. Norm TarriiiT a.;d
This season's team is reputedly even
the Ladder Tournament the varsity
tator,
who has not lost his enthusiasm to offer with ease for two years in a
ages
of
the
players,
of
the
big
leairue
i'ete Haskell are battling tooth and
stronger than last year's combine of Wrestling Champ
row—1916 and 1917. Some observers
men
are
ranked
just
as
they
have
nail at second base
Art Bclliveuu teams. Al Topham '41 is such a fan
Fred Clough, class of '39 president, for baseball in spite of his many say they we e the best tennis playState Champions; and since the first
r
been named above.
years
in
connection
with
the
game.
—who
has
autographs
and
knows
a
stems to have the inside track at
four positions are occupied by the and shoe-salesman de-luxe, has added
He knows all the players and will in- ers ever to wield a Bates racquet. In
short stop with Donellan right behind great many of the players by sight.
two
new
crowns
to
his
ever
growing
same men who held them last year
terview such famous stars as "Gabby" 1918 Art had graduated leaving
Last year Bates' interest in major
and Jennings fighting ha-d to get in
(Nixon, Casterline, Reed and Ken- list of honors. Co-captain-elect of
Hartnett, "Ducky" Medwick, and oth- brother Eddie to carry on—and he did
league baseball was evidenced when
ney) the added strength seems to cen- next year's football team, and named
there.
—pairing with John Powers they
er
shining baseball luminaries.
Cy Perkins, former Athletic's catcher
ter mainly around positions 5 and 6. on several All-Maine teams last fall,
again brought home the championThe coach is very pieased over this and now coach for Micky Cochrane's
Douglas will roam from game to
Coach Buschmann's team should have "Gus" used his brawn and muscle to
ship.
year's backstopping problem, which in Detroit Tigers, brought the picture
game
giving
a
resume
of
different
no definitely weak spots—as was the good advantage last Saturday night
point of numbers alone is an improveNow another era in Bates tennis is
"Batter Up" and showed it in the Litcase last year—since there is a wealth in the big wrestling tournament held teams each week, and interviewing here and Reed and Nixon are doing
ment over last year. Hutchinson has
players
from
both
leagues.
Douglas
is
tle Theatre. The Little Theatre was
of available material for the lower at the Auburn "Y". Clough won in
the regular job, with Neice and Jamitheir share. For the past two years
filled to capacity with the enthusiastic
two positions. Joe Canavan is now both the 174 and 194 pound classes. a true bleacherite and gets a real they have met Salter and Kibbe of
son, two capaDle frosh, battling tor
thrill
from
each
moment
of
the
day's
crowd who came to see the major
playing number 5, while the number In the latter class he pulled a surprise
the reserve post. Jim O Sullivan, who
Bowdoin in the state finals and both
New seasons start Monday, April
leaguers in movie action.
6 man will be chosen among Jim when he defeated a local lad nameJ game. Last year announcing of base- times have come out on top. In '36
possesses one of the best arms on the
25.
Gym
sign-ups
have
already
been
ball
games
and
resumes
were
nearly
Bates has even a closer connection
Walsh, Bill Sutherland, Mai Holmes, Zenkevitch, who is reported to !>e a
s.iuad, was right up there until hi:
the victory margin was 9-7 in each
with major league baseball. Bill Car- made. W.A.A. is offering speedball, and Bill Howland.
very fine wrestler in his own right. ••■••ped by the club magnates. Howset. Last year there was a different
recent illness.
tennis,
archery,
biking,
and
golf.
ever,
Jake
Ruppert
et
al.
were
derigan was formerly coach of baseball
These victories carried with them the
• • •
story; the Bowdoin boys took the first
The pitching department will g. for the Bobcats. This fifty-four year There will also be a campcraft class, They're Off
titles of Maine A.A.U. and "Y" wrest- feated in their plans and radio has
two sets, but dropped the last three
with
a
division
for
beginners
and
one
come
to
baseball,
or
visa
versa,
in
a
places only if one or two of the in- old man now has entered business at
Not to alibi yesterday's defeat at ling champion.
as Reed and Nixon put on a strong,
txptribneed
men come through. Lewiston. He went to Holy Cross and for advanced campers, under the dibigger way than ever.
fighting finish to win finally, 2-6, 3-6,
Charlie Cooke has shown that he has went from there to the Boston Red rection of Barbara Leonard 'S9.
7-5, 11-9, 6-4.
decided possibilities, as has "Brud" Sox in 1906 when he was one of the Speedball is offered alternate years
It won't be long now before the
Witty, who only needs the polish and youngest players in baseball. In 1915 with baseball and combines the techballs are zipping through the air.
experience that comes with lots of Carrigan was graduated from the nique and rules of football, basketball
Both Reed and Nixon are coming
action. In an effort to shake some ranks of player and named to the and soccer. Archery scores will be
along fast while working out in the
more pitchers out of this year's squad, managing post of the Red Sox which sent this spring to the National Teleby Brooks Hamilton '41
Pounding out 13 hits in 32 official Briggs was second with 5.
gym and it looks as though a new
Coach Morey has been working with position he successfully held for a graphic Competition. Golf will be
As
a
team
the
Bobcats
were
well
attempts,
Austin
Briggs
'39,
pitcher
Eds and co-eds. don't for a minute record may be made for Bates and
several men, who show promising number of years. He came back to played on the course after the winahead of their opponents at the plate. think that the learned profs didn't State of Maine tennis.
ability but little experience. These Lewiston after his major League ten- ter's instruction indoors. Watch foi and outfielder, led the varsity baseThey counted 80 hits out of 2J0 at- have- their nonsensical, good times
ball
squad
in
batting
for
<he
season
include Gorman, Peck, Wilson, Ander- ure and acted as coach for the Bates announcement of tennis tournament:,,
tempts while limiting the opposition while In college, too. Specifically, once the "heat" on the now Dean of Rollins,
of
1937
according
to
the
official
figcoed,
and
girls
only.
son, Boothby, and Dick Thompson. nine. He still takes an active interest
to 64 out of 295, thus compiling an upon a time, when Dr. Karl Woodcock, that it had no effect. Finally, out of
Austin Briggs and "Slugger" Malone, in baseball at Bates and sees some of
Winners of badminton and ping- ures released this week by Coach
sheer desperation, the current was
average of .276 as compared to .217. now of the Bates faculty, and Dr. Cecil
last year's mainstays are back, how- the games. Last year he was seen at pong tournaments will be announced Dave Morey. Briggs' mark of .40«
turned on full, to the loudly expressed
was well ahead of any of the other Extra base hits were very scarce: Holmes, now of the Bowdoin faculty,
ever, Malone pulled up with a lame the cage with another of Maine's con next week.
dismay
of the recipient. The rites were
five regulars who batted in the there were no home-runs, only 4 tri- were studying away as undergraduates
arm last week and whether it will re- tribution to major league baseball,
Committee heads of Health Wet*
at least concluded with the touching
ples,
and
10
doubles
in
the
seven
here at Bates, they, with a few other of the Sacred Relics, an ash tray and
spond to treatment in time is prob- Don Brennan. Rotund Brennan is take this opportunity to tK--.uk jll for charmed .300 circle.
willing cohorts, decided they would a pack of cards!
Briggs was also tied for the lead games.
their
cooperation
and
contributions
lematical.
known to the players as the Maine
Much of the credit for this maikod form a little fraternity, called the Tau
in the total ntimber of bases gained
toward
making
the
week
so
successClub Becomes National Frat
mortician since he runs an undertakOutfield Uncertain
on his hits; both he and Hasty superiority on the offense goes to the Lambda Delta, which by the way
Despite the frivolous intentions of
The outfield is the real question er's establishment. Brennan has now ful.
Thompson reaching 16. Immediately efficient pitching of the two-man stands for "The Little Devils". Quickits founders, one of the members inimark. The candidates did not see a been waived out of the National
behind w-ere Stanley Bergeron with staff of Briggs and Bob Malone ly the news of the founding of this
tiated on that eventful night. Dean Anfly ball until they went outdoors for LeagUe and may go to Jersey City.
14, Barney Marcus with 13, and Car- Briggs won 3 games while losing but august organization spread around
derson himself, later advanced the
the first time last Saturday. Austin He has pitched for several minor
campus,
and
it
was
not
long
before
1;
Malone
won
1
and
lost
2,
but
was
leton McCobb with 12. Marcus lead
scope of the TL.D to national proporHriggs is sure to play in one position league clubs and for the New York
the run scorers with 9 to Thompson's definitely better in the earned run some more of the boys made it known
tions, after consolidating it with anwhen he is not pitching, but who will Yankees, Cincinnati Reds, and until
7 and was also tied with Beigerori averages, yielding but 2.1 runs per they would all like to join up. Then,
Summer applicants are asked to reother, and it now nourishes as a natill the other two posts remains a recently was with the Giants.
and Briggs for leade.^h:o in stolen nine inning game while Briggs as the story goes, on one of those
tional organization, the Theta Kappa
problem until Coach Morey sees the
A number of the Bates professors port to the Employment Office and bases, each making 5. Bergeron dr.'ve gave up 4.2.
nights when Dr. Woodcock and his asfill
out
the
new
application
blanks.
Nu. So despite the rule banning frats
team in action. It is most likely, see major league games. Prof. Gould
in 8 runs to lead in that department.
The averages.
sociates were sitting around with
Those seeking summer employment
at Bates, two of her illustrious grads
he admits, that they will be chosen is an ardent fan. Why wouldn't Fennothing particular to do, they hit upon
Individual Batting
were the unsuspecting founders of a
from the following candidates: Dick way Park make a good place for a through the Office are also requestAB R H
PO A E TB BB RBI SB SH SO Av. the idea of holding an initiation for national society.
Name
Thompson,
Simonetti,
Buccigross, summer reunion of Bates undergrad- ed to bring in a photograph or snar
8 13
16
5
S
0
.406 certain of those who had expressed a
Briggs
32 6 13
shot of themselves at the earliest posover, and Whitten.
uates at a Red Sox-Yankee game?
.333 desire to belong. Among these was a
18
3
0
Marcus
33 9 11 10 1
5
sible convenience.
lad who now is the Dean of Rollins
DROP INTO
Bates will sponsor a junior varsity
4
9
49
10
11
4
2
2
.333
Hutchinson
27
Mr. C. G. Theders and Mrs. Callaearn this year. This team, under the
.33 College in Florida, Winslow Anderson.
2
22
2
2
1
3
0
0
Simonetti
6
han, of the Comptometer Co., will be
Wtion of Coach Joe Pignone, will
.307 Future Profs Plan Tricky Initiation
16
3
2
0
Thompson
39 7 12 14 11
on campus Tuesday, April 26, to ex>' a schedule of five or six games,
The boys laid their plans quickly.
b
11
.305
84
8
14
8
2
5
Bergeron
36
plain and demonstrate their work to
Featuring
Recording to Coach Morey, who adds
8 12 18
.286 The initiation rites were to be held in
12
2
4
0
Tuesday, May 24, has been set as any young women who might be inMcCobb
28 4
that he will keep a close supervision the date for the Ivy Hop, according
the attic of Chase Hall. The electrical
Hamburg:
Sandwiches
1
1
0
1
1
2
1
0
.250
Gillis
4
terested in the comptometer busi>n this group, in case Ke finds it nec- to an announcement made by Presi5
5
1
5
2
2
Hot Dog* and Toadied Sandwiches
1
.185 wizard of the group. Dr. Woodcock
Dunlevy
27 1
ness as a means of getting started
'ary to promote any of its mem- dent Fred Clough of the class of '39.
4 19 12
Have Ton Tried Our Silex Coffee?
1
.174 himself, devised a means of providing
5
3
2
Tardiff
•
23 4
in the business field. Any senior woto the varsity.
2
2
1 16
1
0
0
.166 a slight electric shock for the unsusA committee consisting of Roy Haber- men interested are requested to conMalone
12 1
143 COLLEGE STREET
3
7 0
3
1
2
1
.160 pecting victims, and the others manuland, chairman, Frances Carroll, Lu- tact the Employment Office.
8 minatea from Campus
Johnson
18 2
factured their own inimitable little
ella Manter, Esther Rowe, William
Open 7 A. M. to 10.30 P. M.
Pitching Records
Mr. H. Adelle Howe, director of persurprise devices.
Crosby, and Donald Bridges has been
G
INP
H ER BB SO W
L ER ave.
sonnel of Burdett College, Boston, will
at reasonable prices
At the appointed time, securely
named.
1.2
visit the campus the first week in
Briggs
5
**
86 21
34
34
8
1
The Ivy Hop is an annual event
blindfolded, the victims were led to
2.1
May.
Students interested in interMalone
5
34
28
8
15
26
1
2
the place. Through blinding blizzards,
coming on the evening of the last day
W6 Holland St., Lewiston
views may make appointments in the
EXTRA BASE HITS. Doubles—McCobb 2, Thompson 2, Hutchinson 2, treacherous traverses, and especially
of classes and is part of the tradiTHE BARBER
Marcus 2, Briggs 1, Tardiff 1. Triples—MoCobb, Briggs, Thompson, Ber- through knee- high snowdrifts, while
(Near Quality Shop)
Tel. 4628-W tional Ivy Day ceremony.
office.
FOR
geron 1.
their leaders dryly walked on the
cleared ground beside them. In the atFielding Records
Team Batting Average
EDS AND CO-EDS
SH SB PO
A E tic, finally, they were compelled to enAB R H TB AVE.
iifff
CHASE HALL Hour*: 9-12—1-«
Bates ....... 8 44 228
94 29 dure inumerable escapades. The story
Bates
290 44 80 99 .276
Opponents -.8 84 229 101 13 goes that when Dr. Woodcock turned
Opponents . 296 47 64 85 .217

p

Positions Are Clinched
By Varsity Baseball
Team Candidates

Briggs Led 1937 Team
In Several Departments

Nat'l Fraternity
Started at Bates

Employment Notes

Junior Pres. Names
Ivy Hop Committee

The Quality Shop

TYPEWRITING
Mae Bennett

BILL

The College Store

Iivietvte

you, I

BATES STUDENTS

Th. Inquiring Report., whe «ks this
question oi Tou and TOUT cW-smatee
"ill nun Bk.|T a.t th. unanimous
answer. "JOBS!"
lobs ARE increasingly important
• • . but the position-pursuit is mad*
•asier lor lb* girl who supplements
bsr college background with Fairfield School's executive -secretarial
training exclusively ice college graduates. More and more employers are
specifying "college girls" lor impor-

I=»t positions, but o •«££«• «£*
uate-trp. secretarial trauuna - r <nr
n.ld troiruna-U prerequis«tefor sucn
desiiable jobs. Fairfield students can
elect subjects which prepare lor
citing positions in specialised fields
— advertising, insurance, retailing,
banking, and investments, etc.
The School's active placement bureau has been unusually successful.
New term begins September 19.
Write now lor catalog.

MARJORIE A. LANDON, Direct**

FAIRFIELD SCHOOL ?.z

MARLIOROUGH ST.

on.

MERRILL & WEBBER

We can show you a varied

As a 1938 graduate what interests you most. Miss Bates?"

MASS.

•election of

COMPANY

PRIZE CITPR. FOUNTAIN
PENS, LAKES' SILK
UMBRELLAS & LEATHER
HAND BAG8
Leather Bin Folds
Book Ends - Clocus

PRINTERS - BOOKBINDERS
95-99 Main St.
Auburn, Me.

Norri8-Hayden
LAUNDRY
Auburn, Me.

Purity Restaurant

Barnstone - Osgood

187 MAIN W.

JMWBLERg
LEWISTON . MAINE

*

OUR AIM IS TO SATISFY
WITH OUB QUALITY FOOD

HOOD'S
Delicious Ice Cream
Now Being Sold at Your

BATES COLLEGE STORE

Tel. 3310

Agent
GORDON WILLIAMS *•

COLLEGE STREET

SHOE HOSPITAL
All Kinds of Shoe Repairing
67 College St.

Lewistan, Me.

CO-EDS WANT STYLE
As Outfitters to up-to-date girls,
we know that! With this in mind
we have stocked the snappiest line
of handbags and air-weight luggage that you have yet to see.
Come in and see us on your next
shopping trip.

Fogg's Leather Store
123 Main St.

Lewiston

l

s

THE BATES STUDENT, -^nsaMt.JOUL***
FOUR
IN THE THEATRES
EMPIRE
Thu., Fri„ Sat. - April 21, 22, 23
Shirley Temple in "Rebecca of
Sunnybrook Farm".
Mon, Tues, Wed. - April 25, 26. 27
Clark Gable, Myrna Loy, Spencer Tracy in "Test Pilot."
AUBURN
Thu., VA, Sat. - April 21, 22, 23
"Hawaii Calls" with Bobby
Breen.
5 Acts Vaudeville.
Mon., Tues., Wed. - April 25, 26, 27
"Start Cheering" with Jimmy
Durante.
News and Comedy.

New Clothes, Corsages
Feature Easter Sunday

Manter, Howe To ConyHighWins
Represent B. C. A. State Trophy

Bowdoia-Bates Game
l
Briggs

had

PECKS

-r-thers,xt,

HaSty T

^hTBo^ S-pson boys
er to get a hit. f°"
wo, cornstole bases, Dick getting;
^
ing in standing up on his secon
pilfering attempt.
The Bates battery V^T^SfZ

Sheer Flattery
for your
Spring Costuirae!|

College C A Presidents Will Hear CarlAust»nWins$l00
Rev. Dr. H. E. Fosdick Preach
ear—and so he renewed her supplyEaster Bunny Active
Scholarship As Best
at Riverside Church, N. Y.
(A hint, Bunny Old Thing: Why do
The Easter bells called forth a ver- you disguise your handwriting?
Speaker
Luella ManteT^and David Howe
itable parade of Bates-ers this last Those were yummy eggs that you left
^re^onmarks^ng
week end. Everybody and all his on certain desks Sunday morning— •39 will journey to New York the week
end of April 29May 1 to attend a
U„K School
friends and relations appeared so we'd like to thank you properly!
The Cony High
scnoo. debating
conference of New Presidents of Colsmoothed up that the people who live
The variety in bonnets this year is lege Christian Associations. A gooa team, coached by f^™*^ come. Loose »-. ~ ^MUBK three
across the hall might have been walkamazing. The coeds appeared in ev- part of the discussion will take P ace returned to Augusta f**™**, the
ing in front of you—and you wouldn t
erything from pill-boxes and toppers on the Providence-New York boat on
have know 'em.
to truly bonnet affairs with leading
Some of the men who have "best strings tucked under their chins. the first evening.
S^omeTtd^out seven
The group wilT attend Rivers.de
girls" did a very nice thing whirh (They should simplify matters for the
Church
where
they
will
hear
the
RevTen He struck out all three men to
pleased those young ladies no end- eds who lead 'em churchwards.) Men
3 pairs $2.2y
along about breakfast time bells be- must miss a lot of fun—they don't erend Dr. Harry E. Fosdick preachy
5"him in the fifth. A couple_oP"gan to ring, and little green florists have to wear any. And if they do The concluding conferences will also er in the 25th annual finals of the Id balls and a wild pitch had h.m to
boxes appeared on certain bureaus. wind up in a new fedora, they have be conducted at this church.
hot water on a couple occasions.
This is an annual affair and makes Bates League.
When the church-goers sallied forth to take it off in church before anyAnother
loving-cup
went
to
the
runConsidering the fact that "was
for more cooperative work between
there were some very lovely corsages one has a chance to see it.
ners-up, Lincoln Academy, coached their first venture outdoors the Bates
the
C.
A.
groups
of
the
various
colFor Real Courteous Taxi Service pinned to those new spring suits.
bv a second Bates graduate, Annabel fielders looked pretty smooth at times.
Well, bonnets or fedoras—new rigs leges.
Snow. The other teams to reach the Hastv Thompson, at third base, ptayLewiston, Maine
and topcoats—the Bates people looked
Easter Bunny Active
final round was Portland High, yet so fd his usual steady game. The BellThe Easter Bunny paid some calls pretty nice in that Easter parade. Valentine Wilson Leads well ba'.nced was the competition veau-Tardiff combination pulled two
too—one young lady in Cheney House Here's to bigger and better ones.
plays which just barely missed
Sunrise Services that eight schools won at least half pretty
P.S.—Wonder if there were any senompUng double plays on each oc
got some simply stunning Ivory Soap
of
their
debates.
Flakes from him. Everyone who s nets written this week end? (You
Semi-final rounds were conducted casion. Austin Briggs Played aster
Valentine Wilson '38 lead the Easbeen borrowing hers whispered in his know—sonnets, bonnets, etc.)
Friday
afternoon and evening after S game out in left field. Besides
ter Morning Sunrise Service conductINC.
which the debaters gathered in Chase mlng several fine catches, he just
ed
by
the
BCA
this
year.
Dr.
Clifton
193 MIDDLE STREET
Dr. Bertocci
g
131 Students Attend
D. Gray offered the prayer and the Hall, listened to an address by Presi- Tssed making a brilliant one hand
[Continued fn*n P«a» On«)
SHIRT WORK A
dent Gray, and heard the results an- catch after a long run into foul terbenediction.
Communion Service
SPECIALTY
"Enduring Realities" was the sub- nounced by Grace Jack '38, secretary ritory.
one chapter. There is a final chapter
ject of Dr. Rayborn Zerby's Easter of the Bates Debating Council.
One consolation; which promises
AGENT
One hundred and thirty-one Bates on the problem of good and evil. EvThe final round of debates on uni- well for future State Series contests,
message.
ROY HABERLAND
erywhere
he
is
intent
on
pointing
out
students and faculty members took
Hymns were sung to the accompan- cameralism began at 8:45 Saturday is tha* Bowdoin, which has already Don't let your Spring chic r.j;t|
8 West Parker
communion Thursday evening in the the nature of the empirical argument iment of a trumpet trio made up of morning and at ten o'clock the conplayed one game outdoors this year
the hem of your skirt . .. R> J
Chapel. Dr. Zerby officiated and was at its best.
Malcolm Holmes '40, Stanley Smith testants assembled in the Little Thea- did not look any better than Bates;
assisted by Wesley Nelson '38, Webb
tre. After Howard Becker '38 had did as far as bitting and pitching right Budget stockings to eonJI
The foreword to the book is writ- '41, and A. Stanley Austin '41.
Wright '38, Val Wilson '38, and ten by Frederick R. Tennant, of the
your ensemble.
announced the decisions, Paul Stewart
went. Bates' weaknesses will be remeCharles Wakefield '38.
•38, president of the Debating CounUniversity of Cambridge, an out- Student Government Prexy
died as soon as the boys get some
The service was conducted by can- standing scholar in the field of reli
cil, presented the trophies to the winPlenty of the bright nw ^
INC.
dlelight. Hernice Lord '40 was pian- gion and philosophy. He states "So Names Committee Chairmen ning schools and President Gray made more real baseball environment, and
and beige tones as we
some experience as a unit, b
ist.
The Student Government Board has the scholarship award.
far as I am able to judge. Dr. BerARTISTIC MEMORIALS
sured fit and wear of the ate
them.
announced
the
appointment
of
chairtocci has succeeded in getting to unAustin's colleagues on the chamRee-flex super-twist constnt^
l'rofessor J. Murray Carroll will be derstand the systems with which he men for its various committees for pionship team were Eleanor Wood,
Lewiston Monumental Works the guest speaker at a Kents Hill deals sufficiently to enable him to ex- the coming year. They are as follows: Helen Hayman, and Robert Hasey, The box score.
Bowdoin
ab r bhpo a e
STREET FLOOR
Alumni supper to be held April 29 nt pound them without unconscious mis- Freshman Week, Hazel Turner '40; who, by winning the state title, be4
X
6-10 Bates Street
Lewiston the O. B. Church.
Dale,
3b
°
!
n
',
Mothers'
Week
End,
Dorothy
Weeks
representation. The independence of
came eligible for the national tournaIt will be a meeting of the local his thought and the critical ability '39; Student Government Tea, Kath- ment at Wooster, Ohio, on May 1. Davidson, cf ••■• 3 0 0 10 0
Telephone 4634-R
4 0 1 0 6 0
alumni of this school of which Pro- which he evinces, should render his ryn Gould '40 and Dorothy Dole '41; Prof. Brooks Quimby, assisted by- Haire, 2b
2
fessor Carroll himself is an alumnus. study a clarifying contribution to the Student Government Banquet, Dor- members of the Debating Council, di- Manter, rf
Fisher, ss
2 2 10 1 0
department of theology with which it othy Cary '39; Dining Room Commit- rected the debates among the thirteen
3 1 0 14 0 0
is concerned, and to commend it to the tee, Evelyn Copeland '39 and Frances schools which had survived the March Corey, lb
0 0 2 0 0
l
Clay
'40;
Sunday
Coffees,
Priscilla
Hill,
If
attention of students such as are inpreliminary round.
Howard, c
2 0 1 6 0 0
terested in any of the philosophical Houston '39; Notices, Patricia AtStudents may leave their winter fur and cloth garments stored
Houston, p
10 0 0 0 0
water '40.
systems
which
he
reviews."
•• 1 0 0 0 0 0
The C. A. will hold its annual re- Tucker, p
with us until they return next fall .... Nothing to pay now.
0 0 0 0 10
treat this week end at the State Y. W. Birkett,p
C. A. "Bailey Homestead", Winthrop. Frazier, x ■■•••.• 1 0 0 0 0 0
ArthurCummings
Both the old and new executives and White, xx
10 0 0 0 0
Bates "3S
DR UGGIST
Phone
Cabinet will gather here for the read- Griffin, xxx '■■.. 10 0 0 0 0
GEO. K. ELDER, PROP.
Student Service
26 5 3 27 U 1
ing and discussion of the reports of
CLtANSf RS - DYCRS • f URPICRS
Manager
CORNER MAIN AND BATES STREETS
the
past
year
and
the
laying
of
plans
x—batted for Hill in 6th.
TEL. 125
RELI ABLE-PROMPT-ACCURATE-COURTEOUS
for the new yean
xx—batted for Frazier in 8th
xxx batted for Howard in 8th
Bates
ab r bh po a e
H. Thompson, 3b 4 0 1 0 2
Belliveau, ss
3 0 0 4 3
Bergeron, lb ... - 4 0 0 6 0 0
Prescription Speciali-IBriggs, lf-p
4 113 0 0
DRUGS
SUNDRY
R. Thompson, cf • 4 0 2 0 0 0
FOUNTAIN and LI NCHEONj
Hutchinson, c
2 0 0 6 3 3
Buccigross, rf-lf
3 0 0 2 0 0
SERVICE
Tardiff, 2b
3 0 03 20
Telephone 3694
Cooke, p
1 0 0 0 0 0
Cor. College and Sabattus Sl»
Witty, p
1 0 0 0 0 0
Glover, rf, x .... 1 0 0 0 0 0
Haskell, xx
1 0 0 0 0 0
31 1 4 24 10
x—batted for Witty in 7th.
A Bates Tradition I
xx—batted for Hutchinson in 9th.
Score by innings:
Bowdoin
11100101 x—5
SAY IT WITH ICE CRBtf
Bates
0 0000100 0—1
Stolen bases: H. Thompson, R.
Thompson 2, Manter. Three base hit:
Howard. Hits, off Cooke, 3 in S inELM STREET
nings, off Witty, 0 in 3 innings, off
Briggs, 0 in 2 innings; off Houston, 2
■f '1
in 3 innings, off Tucker, 2 in 3 innings, off Birkitt, 0 in 3 innings. Bases
on balls: Cooke 1, Witty 2, Briggs 2,
Houston 1. Hit by pitcher: Manter Witty, Cooke. Winning | it**
(Briggs), Cooke (Tucker). Strike- ton. Losing pitcher: Coike. t
outs: Cooke 1, Witty 7, Houston 1, Gibson and Fortunado. Tin*r
Tucker 2, Birkitt 3. Wild pitches: 2.15.

rrCoX^sU^e^e and

Budget

^wrthrr^Tlt Uen,

Silk Stockings

79c Pr.

Call 4040

JUDKINS
LAUNDRY

James P. Murphy Co.

The

SPECIAL STUDENT INSURED STORAGE

Auburn

3820

<Wdtkins*

R. W. CLARK

News

COLLEGE
PHARMACY

':

Chesterfield opens the season
with more pleasure and
gives millions of smokers
the same play every day

... and you'll want to hear
Paul Douglas broadcasting
the scores and highlights of
the games—Lefty Gomez,
first guest star.
It's always more pleasure with
Chesterfields ... more pleasure for listeners . . . more
pleasure for smokers.

Chesterfield's mild ripe tobaccos—home-grown and aromatic Turkish—and pure
cigarette paper... the best ingredients a cigarette can
have . .. THEY SATISFY.

GEORGE A. ROS

NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY]
SCHOOL OF LAW
Undergraduate Curriculum
Leading to LL.B. Degree
Day Program ... three years

Evening Program ... four veorJ

Admission Requirement: a minimum of two years of college "
A limited number of scholarships available to college graduo'e

Graduate Curriculum
Leading to LLM. Degree
Two-year Evening program open to
graduates of approved Law Schools
316 Huntington Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts
Tslephon* KENmor* iW"

Chesterfield
..youllfindW3K& PLEASURE
in Chesterfields milder better taste

Copyright 1138.
LIGGETT a; MYEXS TOBACCO

CO.

"Complete Banking Service'5

Lewiston Trust Co.
LEWISTON, MAINE
We Solicit the Business of Betes Studee"

